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Diversion Publishing - Ips, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.In Vietnam, white is the color of death. The
1997 murder of a Vietnamese woman in Chicago s Uptown neighborhood brings Dr. Jack Caleb and
Detective John Thinnes together to catch another Vietnamese transplant--a deadly criminal known
only as the White Tiger. The TV news report of a woman s murder in Uptown leaves psychiatrist
Jack Caleb flashing back to Vietnam and sends him running to his own shrink. Assigned to
investigate, Chicago detectives John Thinnes and Don Franchi find the victim s son, Tien Lee,
curiously unmoved by his mother s death. Their preliminary canvass of the dead woman s building
and neighborhood reveals that Hue An Lee was well liked and well off, and she had never quarreled
with anyone but her good son. Attending the autopsy next morning, Thinnes realizes that he knew
the victim when he was stationed in Vietnam--twenty-four years earlier. Thinnes is pulled off the
case when an anonymous tipster alleges he d been intimate enough with Mrs. Lee to have fathered
her son. But Thinnes can t let go. And when a...
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An extremely wonderful book with lucid and perfect information. It is one of the most awesome publication i have read. Your life period will probably be
enhance the instant you total looking at this pdf.
-- Prof. Dan Windler MD-- Prof. Dan Windler MD

It is really an amazing publication i actually have at any time read. It is really simplistic but unexpected situations inside the 50 percent of your pdf. Its
been written in an exceptionally simple way in fact it is just right a er i finished reading this ebook where actually transformed me, alter the way i really
believe.
-- Dr. Celestino Spinka III-- Dr. Celestino Spinka III
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